We have a Mission Question, not a Mission Statement, because we believe that we can only achieve the best solutions through asking the right questions. We ask survivors and caregivers what they need, we ask the system how it can be more person-centered, we ask innovators how we can bring impossible ideas to life.

And every single day we ask ourselves:

*Which everyday cancer problem will we fix today?*

Everyday cancer problems make life with cancer harder than it has to be but at Livestrong we strive continuously and relentlessly to solve those problems—not in five or ten years—but right now. And for good.

**Important:**
- *For mailed donations, please fill this form out completely and legibly to avoid processing delays.*
- *All donations are NON-REFUNDABLE and NON-TRANSFERABLE.*
- *All donations are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.*
- *Anyone who includes an email address will receive a receipt via email. Anyone who does not include an email address will receive a receipt via mail.*
- *We accept check and credit card donations. (Unfortunately, we cannot accept cash donations.) One check per donation form.*
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